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About This Game

The world of the keeper is being attacked by a race of giant insects, you must eliminate all that find or they will destroy the
world.

OBJECTIVE
Kill as many enemies as you can, upgrade your weapons and equipment using XP. Killing the queen, the game restarts with even

greater difficulty. Show that you are very good finishing the phase up in the most difficult mode.
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10\/10 story made me cry. Simple and effective, it's a bit like The Witch's House in style and story. Replaying it probably won't
be something you feel like doing after the first playthrough, and the twist could ruin the game for some.
Otherwise, it's a decent rpg game, with an interesting style and set up. Puzzles are balanced, and the games flows well, making
logical sense (As much as an rpg maker game can) in the scares and plot.. Bad game, totally worthless.. Usability and polish is
missing. The best total war game I've played to date.
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Original, creative, funny and just pure entertaining! What else can you ask from a movie that likes to pretend to be a game?
TellTale hits the jackpot by continuing to dominate in their very own created genre. I haven't played the original Borderland
games, but luckily you won't miss out if you haven't been to Pandora before. Just one suggestion from me, wait for all chapters
to come out, then play it (otherwise by the time the next chapter comes out, you'll forget some minor details about the plot and
you will miss out on story development).
And when you play it, play the whole game in one go. Don't restart the chapters one by one to see how the story will go if you
choose differently - you will be disappointed! http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=433465399
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=615069238 Unlocked all achievements!. Place cubes to fill out two
projected images at the same time.

This wont offer much of a challenge if you are looking for even a remotely difficult puzzler, but its a very polished, novel, and
relaxing game to go through. There are 80 levels and each of them can be completed, completed in Picross mode (Except for the
first four), completed with max cubes, and completed with minimum cubes.

All in all its about 3 or 4 hours of gameplay. You might want to wait for a sale considering the short length, but I generally
prefer quality over too much padding regardless and I think itd probably get old if there were too many more levels.

I only hope that there is a way that this can be expanded on in future with new mechanics or somehow increasing the board size.
Until then, this is definitely worth a look.. extra stuff on the campaign and free for people that bought in early, what is not to
appreciate when the base game was already very well made.. Only physical collector's edition is worth it, for the statue alone.
All the in-game items are OK at best to use vs AI. In multiplayer vs real opponents, this stuff is basically useless if you plan on
killing and not dying.. Very quick (~3 hours) but very fun. I've done one playthrough so far, but it looks like the author did a
good job of making sure my choices were taken into account.

Also thirstiness is rewarded if it's consistent so embrace your inner furry.. Absolutely unplayable. A bridge builder game with
some refreshing new elements. As someone who skis and snowboards all year round I had to give it a look. Fun and relaxing
while still providing a challenge.. Although this game can be fun, there are a lot of issues with the game that make it really
frustrating. For one thing there are a few game ending glitches, which can get annoying because there's no auto save feature and
there's some RNG elements in the game. Secondly, there's fall damage. Now I understand this could've been added to make the
game harder, but the player should not get penalized for not wanting to go down a short ladder that takes time away. Thirdly, the
weapons aren't that effective, I feel that no matter how much you level your character, some enemies are still difficult to attack.
Other than these issues, the mission system is really good and the dialouge is really witty and clever. Also the music is really
funny. I wouldn't not reccomend this game to someone, but I also wouldn't reccomend it at the same time. Price is very cheap
though :). I downloaded Adventures of Fluzz as an experiment. I wanted to play a game that had absolutely no review on it, and
do my part for the Steam community by writing a comprehensive review that will help inform others before purchasing.

My expiereince of Adventures of Fluzz:
In the world of FLuzz, not everything makes sense. YOu're not told all the controls (or even given the option to look them up)
but that does add to the sense of adventure somewhat. It's also not quite clear why you are a luminous pink rabbit, running round
collecting apples and oranges, rather than carrots....either way, I salute you for trying to break the stereotype of Rabbits always
wanting carrots. You will also come up against dogs shotting tomatos, spynx's shooting lasers out of their eyes and mosquitos
trying to defecate on your rabbit head. (also hedgehogs in the desert, but please let me if this is actually common IRL)

Despite the somewhat strange concept of this game, it is quite and entertaining distraction and it borrows alot from classics such
as Mario and Sonic.

It's not quite as polished as it could be (i had difficulty returning to menu etc when dying) but it was a relatively fun 45 minutes
for the price of a large Mc Donalds. And who can say that's not good value.

I also got to number 39 on the worldwide leaderboards! With some more practice and real commitment, you might even be able
to beat Frodo, who is currently holding the number one spot.

Overall, I would recommend this game for a fun light hearted 40 minutes - 1 hour, but would recommend that the dev lowers
the price to entice more players.
. Is it defense game?
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